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Drawing from telework and organization-
al politics literature, this case study of 
a sales team at Midwest Global Manu-

facturing (MGM) reviews the perception of 
organizational politics 
(POP) and whether 
office-based employ-
ees and teleworkers 
perceive politics dif-
ferently. (For summary 
of current literature on 
POP see Ferris et al., 
2019). The researchers 
expected teleworkers 
to perceive organiza-
tional politics differ-
ently, since the teleworker is remote and misses 
daily face-to-face interactions. However, after a 
thorough examination of the case study data, 
we concluded that in the context of MGM, 

there was not a difference in POP between of-
fice-based employees and teleworkers.  
This study is an important contribution be-
cause there are limited studies on the difference 

in POP in work modal-
ities in the politics and 
teleworking literature 
(e.g., Elron & Vigo-
da-Gadot, 2006). Yet, 
many companies have 
teleworking policies 
and a mix of telework-
ers and office-based 
employees. Managers 
and employees alike 
may benefit from con-

sidering this study to ensure that both tele-
workers and office-based workers can uni-
versally achieve a positive perception when 
utilizing the political system. 

Research suggests teleworkers 
and office-based employees, who 
perform the same role, experience 
different outcomes. Do  telework-

ers and office-based employees 
perceive the same political acts 

differently? 

Keywords:  Telework, Teleworking Intensity, Teleworker, Professional Isolation, Organizational Poli-
tics, Perceptions of Organizational Politics
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Teleworking, defined as the use of information and 
communication technologies so employees can per-
form work outside of an established corporation’s 
home office (Bélanger, Watson-Manheim, & Swan, 
2013), has seen steady adoption over the last fifty 
years and has experienced a boom in the previous 
decade with a reported 43% of employees using 
this benefit (Gallup, 2016). As with any workplace 
benefit, there are advantages and disadvantages for 
both the employee and employer. Several studies 
report that teleworkers are more productive than 
office-based employees (Bloom et al., 2014; Hark-
er Martin & MacDonnell, 2012). However, other 
studies report the dark side of teleworking, which 
includes relational impoverishment  for employees 
such as professional isolation and social isolation 
(Golden, Beiga, & Dino, 2008) which reduced pro-
fessional development (Cooper & Kurland, 2002). In 
addition, studies have found that employers suffer 
as knowledge transfer can be impaired with remote 
employees (Taskin & Bridoux, 2010).
Regardless of physical work location, the success of 
a business, a team, or an individual often depends 
on the ability to “get it done”; a situation that can of-
ten be frustrated by formal 
processes developed at the 
corporate level. To over-
come these roadblocks, 
employees may engage in 
organizational politics, 
defined as informal sys-
tems where individuals use 
networks and connections 
to obtain results and out-
comes (Butler, Decker, Peters, Thomas, & Merritt, 
2019; Cropanzano, Howes, Grandey, & Toth, 1997; 
Ferris et al., 2019). Employees perceive political acts 
as negative or positive (Fedor, Maslyn, Farmer, & 
Bettenhausen, 2008). A recent study, limited to of-
fice-based employees, found that the number of in-
dividuals benefiting from the act as well as the over-
all transparency drives the valence of perceptions 
(Butler et al., 2019). To date, there has been limited 
research conducted to understand how perceptions 
may vary for teleworkers and in-office employees 
(Ferris et al., 2019, p. 319):

Remote-work arrangements and the assemblage of 
virtual work teams who might never meet in person 
have the potential to alter much of what we know 
about building and leveraging influence at work. 
Research is needed to understand in what ways 
politics exists and differs for employees in virtual 
settings. 

This gap in the literature presents a two-fold busi-
ness problem. First, as telework rates rise, do man-
agers and organizations need to make adjustments 
to ensure employees’ work locations do not alter 
their perceptions of organizational politics? Second, 

do office-based employees and teleworkers need to 
change their approach when using informal politi-
cal systems to ensure co-workers experience positive 
perceptions? 
To address these business problems, we sought to 
understand whether the work location (i.e., of-
fice-based or telework) influenced the employee’s 
perceptions of organizational politics. We employed 
a case-study methodology to explore this question. 
We interviewed seven team members (two tele-
workers, three office-based employees, and two-
part telework/part office-based) from a sales team 
at Midwest Global Manufacturing (MGM) and their 
president to understand their perceptions.

Review of Research and Theory
The Benefits and Drawbacks of Tele-
work
The majority of telework literature has focused on 
the outcomes associated with this work arrange-
ment, mainly categorized as benefits and drawbacks. 
Flexible work programs, such as telework, have nu-
merous advantages. The organization receives ben-

efits from increased pro-
ductivity, reduced facility 
costs, and a competitive 
edge when attracting hu-
man capital (Bloom et al., 
2014; Breaugh & Farabee, 
2012). Furthermore, em-
ployees also reap benefits. 
For example, Gajendran 
and Harrison (2007) ob-

served that teleworking improves the work-family 
relationship, job satisfaction, turnover intentions, 
and role stress.
Telework also has disadvantages at both the orga-
nizational and individual levels. From an organiza-
tional point of view, managers have a harder time 
monitoring teleworkers (Felstead, Jewson, Phizack-
lea, & Walters, 2002) as many managers feel they 
lack the performance management tools needed to 
effectively monitor teleworkers (Kaplan, Engelsted, 
Lei, & Lockwood, 2018). Telework can also lead to 
professional isolation resulting in career conse-
quences such as fewer promotion opportunities, 
lower pay and less recognition, and inability to learn 
from colleagues (Cooper & Kurland, 2002; Golden 
et al., 2008). Several other studies have highlighted 
employee knowledge transfer as a significant disad-
vantage (Apgar IV, 1998; Boell, Cecez‐Kecmanovic, 
& Campbell, 2016; Gorman, 2017; Miller & Rampell, 
2013). Companies such as IBM, Yahoo, and Amer-
ican Express touted the benefits of teleworking and 
launched robust programs yet pulled back their tele-
working policies over time due to knowledge trans-
fer concerns. In a Yahoo internal memo, a human 

We sought to understand whether 
the work location (e.g., office-based 

or telework) influenced the em-
ployee’s perceptions of organiza-

tional politics.
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resources director stated, “Some of the best deci-
sions and insights come from hallway and cafeteria 
discussions, meeting new people and impromptu 
team meetings. Speed and quality are often sacri-
ficed when we work from home” (Miller & Rampell, 
2013, p. 1). 
However, there is good news. Companies and indi-
viduals can implement strategies to help offset some 
of the teleworking disadvantages. Turetken, Jain, 
Quesenberry, and Ngwenyama (2010) found that 
rich communication tools reduce the link between 
telework and professional isolation. Additionally, 
telework is not an all or nothing proposition. The 
amount of time spent teleworking can vary sig-
nificantly, from five days a week to just one day a 
month. This concept is called telework intensity (Fay 
& Kline, 2011). In the literature, telework intensity 
is defined as high when an employee is a teleworker 
more than three days a week and low when telework 
is less than three days a week (Golden et al., 2008). A 
low-intensity teleworker often achieves many of the 
benefits of telework, but it can also limit the nega-
tive impacts (Gajendran & Harrison, 2007; Golden, 
2007; Golden et al., 2008).

Organizational Pol-
itics 
While most organizations 
have a legitimate formal 
system for defining ways 
of working, all organiza-
tions also have informal 
political systems, known 
in literature as organiza-
tional politics, where individuals use networks and 
connections to achieve results (Butler et al., 2019). 
The construct of organizational politics has evolved, 
from one that companies would want to squash to 
one they may tolerate or even exploit. Historically, 
organizational politics was portrayed in a negative 
light; however, more recently, other scholars de-
scribe politics as a neutral phenomenon. The most 
quoted definition in the literature is from Mintz-
berg’s (1985) work: “individual or group behavior 
that is informal, ostensibly parochial, typically divi-
sive, and above all in a technical sense, illegitimate 
– sanctioned neither by formal authority, accepted 
ideology, nor certified expertise” (p. 172). Over the 
last 30 years, scholars have developed more neutral 
definitions. Ferris et al. (2019) define politics as “ac-
tively managing the meaning of situations in ways 
that result in the elicitation of desired actions and 
outcomes” (p. 301). Cropanzano et al. (1997) pro-
vide a two-fold definition of politics: “an influence 
process that is exercised within work settings” and 
“behavior that is strategically designed to maximize 
short-term or long-term self-interest” (p. 160-161). 
The commonality across definitions is the use of an 

informal process to influence others to obtain out-
comes.  
Ferris, Russ, and Fandt (1989) created the Percep-
tion of Organizational Politics (POP) construct. The 
team sought to understand what drives an organi-
zation to be political and what causes an employee 
to perceive the work environment as political. Kac-
mar & Ferris (1991) developed the first POP scale 
to measure perceptions at the individual level, but 
this scale relied on the old negatively skewed defini-
tion of organizational politics. Subsequently, Fedor, 
Maslyn, Farmer & Bettenhausen (2008) found that 
both negative and positive perceptions were distinct 
constructs and developed a new POP scale that mea-
sures both valences. 
Recognizing that POP could be negative or positive, 
Butler et al. (2019) set out to understand the drivers 
behind perceptions. In a study of office-based em-
ployees, it was discovered that the number of indi-
viduals benefiting from the act, as well as the over-
all transparency, drives the valence of perceptions 
(Butler et al., 2019). This model explains that per-
ceptions of political acts are positive when the po-
litical event is transparent with altruistic intentions. 

The theory also finds that 
the greater the number of 
beneficiaries, the higher 
the likelihood of positive 
perception. Alternatively, 
if an individual receives 
the benefit from a polit-
ical act, perceptions are 
more likely to be negative. 
However, it is crucial to 

note that an individual may be able to overcome a 
negative perception in a transparent process. Con-
versely, if a political act benefits a group with a pro-
cess that lacks transparency, the chance of a negative 
perception increases. 

Teleworkers and Organizational Politics
Literature supports that workers rely on organiza-
tional politics to trade favors, create networks, and 
use back channels to achieve outcomes. It is also 
clear that POP can fluctuate based on the events sur-
rounding the outcome. However, the politics litera-
ture is focused on office-based workers and is sparse 
on telecommuting relationships. The lack of research 
begs the question: If a teleworker lacks the same op-
portunities for visibility, building relationships, and 
knowledge transfer as an office-based employee, do 
they perceive organizational politics differently than 
their office-based counterparts?

The Case
The case leveraged a sales team from a division of 
an electronics manufacturing company, identified as 
Midwest Global Manufacturing (MGM). MGM is a 

Literature supports that workers 
rely on organizational politics to 

trade favors, create networks, and 
use back channels to achieve out-

comes.
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Methodology
This study emerged over a three-month period using the case study methodology. Yin (2018) defines a 
case study as, “an empirical method that investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth 
and within its real-world context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context 
may not be clearly evident” (p.15). The research team used an interpretive approach. Myers (2019) states, 
“Interpretive researchers assume that access to reality (given or socially constructed) is only through so-
cial constructions such as language, consciousness, shared meanings, and instruments” (p. 39). Since the 
research team was searching for the MGM team member’s perceptions of common political events, it was 
important to understand how perceptions were formed and political events were interpreted.
A single case study was designed for two reasons. First, the authors sought a critical case where the 
context was controlled (e.g., same culture, same supervisor, same policies, same procedures and critical 
events), in a team that contained both teleworkers and office-based employees. Therefore, all participants 
worked in sales, for the same president, in the same culture. Controlling for context helped the authors 
achieve internal validity. For example, the case employees reported their perceptions of the same event: 
an internal promotion. This allowed the researchers to gain a clear understanding of the difference in 
perception by work modality and reduced the chances of internal validity problems. Yin (2018) states a 
single case is appropriate for a critical case, defined as “critical to your theory or theoretical propositions” 
(p. 49). Second, the authors felt the case was unusual because it is not typical to have access to employees 
in a large publicly traded company. Yin (2018) states a single-case study design is appropriate when the 
case is unusual. 
The case data was collected from interviews, policies, documents, and informal interactions. The unit 
of analysis for the case was a salesperson. The research team interviewed seven MGM employees who 
worked directly for the president of MGM. The team included two teleworkers, three office-based em-
ployees, and two mixed employees (see Table 1). Each employee was interviewed by the same researchers 
over Zoom web-conferencing software. Over six hours of interviews were recorded, transcribed, and cod-
ed. The research team used NVivo coding software to code and synthesize the data. All interviews began 
by calibrating the definition of organizational politics and the informal system. To ensure calibration of 
the definition, respondents were asked to take the Fedor et al. (2008) perceptions of organizational poli-
tics validated instrument. The participant survey results were reviewed in the interview, so the researcher 
could validate the responses against the respondent’s definition of perceptions of organizational politics. 
More importantly, this also allowed the researcher to calibrate the valence of the perception and clarify 
the actions that caused a positive or negative valence. 
At the completion of interviews, researchers calibrated the coding and aligned on categories. As catego-
ries emerged, the researchers looked to current POP literature theory for valence. The Butler et al. (2019) 
theory for positive organizational politics fit the case study data. The research team reviewed the findings 
with the MGM president and the study participants to validate interpretation of the interviews.

Pseudonym Position Work Location Telework Intensity
Pat President Office-Based n/a
Alex Sales Manager Office-Based n/a
Chris Sales Manager Telecommuter High
Jordan Director Office-Based n/a
Kennedy Director Mixed Low
Cameron Director Office-Based n/a
Taylor Sales Manager Telecommuter High
Skylar Sales Manager Mixed Low

Table 1. Interviewees
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Fortune 250 company that sells products through 
multiple channels (retail, wholesale, and e-com-
merce) and continuously develops new outlets for 
distribution. Like many large companies, MGM has 
formal human resource/employee policies and pro-
cedures outlined in an employee handbook; how-
ever, MGM does not have an official teleworking 
policy, and a strict interpretation of the employee 
handbook would suggest that MGM does not per-
mit telework. 
We obtained permission to conduct the case study 
from the division’s human resource (HR) director 
and the division’s president. When describing our 
intent to uncover whether POP differences exist be-
tween office-based employees and teleworkers, the 
HR director snickered, “This is kind of like study-
ing if grass is green. Of course, there is a difference 
in organizational politics between office-based em-
ployees and teleworkers.”
The unit of analysis was a retail salesperson. The case 
study focused on seven sales employees who report-
ed to the division president, Pat. Three of the volun-
teers were office-based employees (Alex, Cameron, 
and Jordan), two were purely teleworkers (Chris 
and Taylor), and two were 
mixed: part telework/part 
office-based employees 
(Kennedy and Skylar). 
The MGM sales team 
leverages several commu-
nication platforms, which 
vary in levels of informa-
tion richness. Informa-
tion richness describes 
the amount of information transferred between par-
ticipants including cues (e.g., vocal inflection, body 
gestures), immediacy of feedback, language variety, 
and personalization (Lo & Lie, 2008). The team em-
ploys the following: 

 • Slack, a chatroom, for informal discussion 
 • Email for non-urgent communication 
 • A SharePoint site to communicate organiza-

tional changes
 • Company-wide announcements and events for 

content to all employees, such as benefits 
 • WebEx for meetings requiring video or screen 

sharing 
 • Text messages for urgent communication be-

tween team members 
MGM teleworkers and office-based employees use 
both a formal system (going through organizational-
ly defined channels) and an informal political system 
to accomplish tasks. Furthermore, it is not uncom-
mon for employees to move freely between both sys-
tems to achieve results. Both groups leveraged their 
network, asked favors, and went around co-workers 
or supervisors to achieve personal goals, which of-

ten aligned with organizational interest. Jordan, an 
office-based employee, stated, “90% of the time (I) 
just follow the normal process and then maybe 10%, 
I will go the politics route.” Chris ranked the use of 
the political system higher, saying it was “probably a 
50/50 split”. Taylor, another high-intensity telework-
er, suggested: “(I) worked in the gray a lot, about 75-
80% of the time.”
Confirming that all employees were familiar with the 
informal political system, we investigated how each 
team member perceived organizational politics and 
discovered that employees, regardless of location, 
viewed the use of the political system in the same 
light. The MGM team members, irrespective of work 
location and intensity, perceived politics in the same 
way. Moreover, the case evidence indicated that POP 
could be predicted by understanding the number of 
beneficiaries of the act, intent (self-interest), and the 
level of transparency. The case was clear; a political 
act was most likely negatively perceived if a single 
individual benefited. If a team benefited, the act was 
most likely positive, unless there was a lack of trans-
parency or the act involved self-interest. 
Chris, a high-intensity teleworker, expressed that 

self-interested intent re-
sulted in a negative per-
ception, “when the intent 
is selfish and not, not 
necessarily to move the 
bigger... our goal or [help 
our] team along.” Kenne-
dy, a low-intensity tele-
worker, stated that a self-
less intent is needed for a 

political act to be perceived as positive: “I think if 
people understand your actions are clearly in sup-
port of the greater whole, even if it’s painful, folks 
will respect it. In the absence of explanation (i.e., 
no narrative is provided so you come up with your 
own), and people don’t understand how actions are 
altruistic, they will be unhappy.”
Chris explains that political acts need to benefit a 
group to be perceived as positive: “You need to make 
sure that you’re not the lone wolf when you’re trying 
to explain something or provide it just kind of an 
ancillary value to a company or a team. So, from that 
perspective, you need to build a network of people 
that believe in what you do and what you’re trying 
to achieve. So, I feel like that’s a positive connotation 
of politics. Now, where it gets a little weird is when 
you have teams of people that are identifying only 
self-interest or trying to just help move each other 
along in their careers versus really solve a business 
need or create a solution. That’s where it gets a little 
hazy and can cause some problems.” Cameron, an 
office-based employee, described an example where 
a group benefited, but the act was negatively per-
ceived because it lacked transparency. The beneficia-

Jordan, an office-based employee, 
stated, “90% of the time (I) just 

follow the normal process and then 
maybe 10%, I will go the politics 

route.” 
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ry group went to the board of directors instead of the 
process owner: “Here was a group of people that I 
had networked with [and] we all had ... voiced our… 
ideas for some new channel strategies [to a board 
of director meeting rather than using normal chan-
nels]. Long story short, it was viewed as like ganging 
up [on] people that really didn’t have the authority to 
voice these concerns in a board meeting.” 
 Jordan, an office-based employee, used political tac-
tics to get a product launched after the formal sys-
tem did not yield results. Jordan achieved a positive 
perception by ensuring a group developed the con-
cept and the company benefited, rather than an in-
dividual: “We have a future potential feature for our 
widget, and it involves some cutting-edge research... 
I believe that it is possible, but this other person is 
a gatekeeper for resources to make this thing hap-
pen. So instead of going through that person, I saw 
a sign up that said, ‘we’re looking for intern projects’, 
And I said, okay, great. This is an opportunity to do 
something good for the organization. Give interns a 
project or actionable projects that they can sink their 
teeth into. And at the same time, they will then prove 
out or at least get my project started.”
The results were consistent 
across all types of work-
ers--high and low-inten-
sity teleworkers and of-
fice-based employees--a 
single individual benefit-
ing was likely to be per-
ceived negatively. When 
a group, or the organiza-
tion benefits, it was more 
likely to be viewed positively, regardless of location. 
To build on this concept, we discovered during the 
study, one event, an off-cycle promotion, was per-
ceived negatively by all members of the case study, 
despite work location and telework intensity. Cam-
eron, one of Pat’s team members, received a promo-
tion in an off-cycle process. MGM’s policies address 
off-cycle promotions; however, practice dictates that 
they are rare and only given for extraordinary results. 
MGM selects individuals for advancement based on 
business and people results. The case members per-
ceived Cameron as meeting the criteria for promo-
tion on the people side; however, they did not feel 
the promotion was deserved from a business results 
perspective. The sales team defined business results 
in terms of sales revenue and knew Cameron had 
the lowest performance in the division. Jordan, an 
office-based sales director, describes the perception, 
“Another group in the organization, has recently 
promoted a couple of people and nobody at our level 
thinks that that was justified. [The individuals] used 
politics in the negative way to grow their careers.”
Chris, a teleworker, described the event, “[I] strug-
gled really hard with… I didn’t feel good about it 

at all and feel like they worked politics to get what 
they wanted.” Also, “[Cameron’s team] hasn’t actu-
ally succeeded and, and [his products aren’t] profit-
able…So while everybody else around them is try-
ing to grind it out and make their already profitable 
businesses larger and more impactful to the compa-
ny… [Cameron] gets promoted with a technology 
that’s not quite adopted. It’s not fully baked yet. So, it 
caused the rub in a lot of different ways.” At the same 
time, office-based Alex suggested: “It was bad for or-
ganizational culture because you feel like you were 
passed up on something because of who someone is, 
not based on actual results.”
Also, the organizational practice for announcing 
promotions includes a statement at the team meet-
ing followed by posting on the company SharePoint. 
In this example, the announcement was less trans-
parent. Although Cameron’s promotion was posted 
to SharePoint with other company announcements, 
there was no mention of it during the team meet-
ing. As a result, the team members stumbled on the 
promotion announcement rather than learning di-
rectly from Pat. Alex, an office-based employee, said, 
“It wasn’t communicated, we found out about it be-

cause it was put onto the 
internet. So, I think that 
is a gap.” 
The team members in 
the case viewed the ad-
vancement as a political 
act and perceived it neg-
atively. The team mem-
bers felt the promotion 
lacked transparency and 

legitimacy. In their eyes, Cameron’s sales results 
were lower than their sales results. Therefore, both 
teleworkers and office-based employees perceived 
the act negatively. In the same manner, the tele-
working intensity did not make a difference to the 
perception. Chris and Taylor (high-intensity tele-
workers) viewed the promotion the same as Alex, an 
office-based employee. 
The case study determined that the perception of a 
political event is determined by the number of ben-
eficiaries, transparency, and intent. The case found 
there was no difference in the POP between tele-
workers and office-based employees. Also, low-in-
tensity teleworkers and high-intensity teleworkers 
perceived the promotion in the same way.
The results are summarized in Table 2.

Discussion
Based on the employee outcome differences iden-
tified in the existing teleworker literature, it was 
counterintuitive to find no variations in POP be-
tween teleworkers and office-based employees. Prior 
researchers had found that individuals engaged in 

The data from the case indicate 
that there is not a difference be-

tween teleworkers and office-based 
employees in the perception of 

organizational politics. 
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high-intensity telework experience professional iso-
lation, have reduced knowledge transfer, and miss 
situational context (Gajendran & Harrison, 2007; 
Golden, 2007; Golden et al., 2008); therefore, it is 
reasonable to predict that a teleworker with less ac-
cess to face-to-face interactions may interpret and 
perceive events differently. 
However, turning to POP literature, this finding is 
less of a surprise and aligns with the Butler et al. 
(2019) model, which posits that higher numbers of 
beneficiaries and more transparency lead to a posi-
tive POP and vice versa. In this case study, the polit-
ical act benefited an individual rather than a group, 
and it lacked transparency; therefore, the sales team 
members perceived it as negative, regardless of their 
primary work location.
The data from the case indicate that there is not a 
difference between teleworkers and office-based em-
ployees in the perception of organizational politics. 
The absence of difference is a novel finding in the 
organizational politics literature, which focuses on 
office-based employees. Future research can explore 
many areas. While this is a case, based in the specif-
ic context of MGM, it would be interesting to con-
duct a broader study to see if the case results could 
be generalized among a larger population. Does the 
perception of organizational politics differ by work 
location in companies outside of MGM? In the same 
vein, our case was grounded in a sales organization 
that we feel may have a bias toward the informal 
system. Sales roles typically target individuals with 
strengths in the area of building networks and rela-
tionships, which could protect them against the per-
sonal isolation and loss of context felt by other tele-
workers. Future research should consider a broader 
sample of teleworkers and office-based employees, 
consisting of several functions (e.g., Finance, IT) to 

extend the understanding of potential POP differ-
ences.

Conclusion
We found that in the context of MGM, there was 
no difference in POP between office-based employ-
ees and teleworkers. Both sets of employees shared 
the same negative perception of the use of organi-
zational politics for an out of cycle promotion. Fur-
thermore, both the office-based employees and the 
teleworkers cited the same criteria to explain their 
perceptions. This finding gives further support to 
the Butler et al. (2019) model, that regardless of 
work location, the number of beneficiaries and the 
level of transparency ultimately determine how the 
act will be perceived.
This study answers calls from organizational politics 
researchers for exploration in the world of telework-
ers. This finding also informs employees that re-
gardless of work location, a balance of altruism and 
transparency is required to achieve positive POP. 
Finally, this discovery also advises managers and 
human resource leaders to ensure they can properly 
educate their workforce to obtain the best outcomes. 
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